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11—40.3 (8A) Participation guidelines. Those state agencies qualified under rule 40.2(8A) to use this chapter’s offset provisions should utilize these provisions when it is cost-effective to do so. Final determination regarding whether or not it will be cost-effective to offset any debt owed will be at the discretion of the director. Generally, it will not be cost-effective to offset a debt if the total anticipated collection cost will exceed the amount of the claim that could reasonably be expected to be realized as a result of the collection costs. The cost-effectiveness criteria that the director applies will not be the same for every agency. Circumstances differ among agencies. The following nonexclusive examples are intended to provide guidance in determining cost-effectiveness. These examples represent instances in which it might not be cost-effective to offset debts.
Example A:  A debtor has ceased operations for an extended period of time.
Example B:  A business has changed its form (e.g., from a sole proprietorship to a partnership or corporation).
Example C:  A debt has been placed with a private collection firm and it appears likely that the firm will collect the debt.
Example D:  The age or health of a debtor is such that it is unlikely that the debtor will be receiving any payments from the state or a state agency.
Example E:  The debtor is a foreign student who has left the country.
Example F:  The debtor is a person in bankruptcy.
Example G:  By statute or federal regulations certain agencies cannot write off debts. If the debt of one of these agencies has been owed for a substantial amount of time, it may be reasonable to assume that referral would not be cost-effective (e.g., the debtor has changed its name or address or for some other reason would be impossible to locate).

